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Abstract

It is known that the expression complexity and combined

complexity of query evaluation in relational databases are

in general exponentially higher than the data complexity

of query evaluation. This gap in complexity is caused

by the fact that evaluating a relational query may involve

intermediate results that are exponentially larger than the

input. In this paper we study the complexity of query

evaluation with intermediate results of polynomial size. This

bound is accomplished by restricting the queries to have a

bounded number of individual variables. We show that, for

bounded-variable queries, the gap between their expression

and combined complexities, one one hand, and their data

complexity, on the other hand, narrows and in some cases

disappears. These results con�rm the practice of trying to

minimize the size of intermediate relations in database query

evaluation, and suggest variable minimization as a query

optimization methodology.

1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental issues in the theory

of relational databases concerns the computational

complexity of query evaluation. This issue was �rst

tackled in [CM77] and it has remained an active research

topic since then; see [Cha88] for a survey. It is

now well established that there is a tradeo� between

expressive power and computational complexity; the

more expressive a query language, is the harder it is

to evaluate queries in this language [CH82, Var82].

A taxonomy for measuring the computational com-

plexity of query languages was developed in [Var82].

The taxonomy distinguishes between three cases. In

�
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the �rst case, we have a �xed query that is evaluated

against di�erent databases; in the second case, we evalu-

ate di�erent queries against a �xed database; and in the

third case we evaluate di�erent queries against di�erent

databases. In the �rst case, we measure the complexity

as a function of the length of the data; we call this the

data complexity of the query language under consider-

ation. In the second case, we measure the complexity

as a function of the length of the expression denoting

the query; we call this the expression complexity of the

query language under consideration. In the third case,

we measure the complexity as a function of the com-

bined length of the database and the expression denot-

ing the query; we call this the combined complexity of

the query language under consideration.

Using this taxonomy, a systematic study of the com-

plexity of query evaluation for various query languages

was undertaken in [Var82]. The main languages stud-

ied there are �rst-order logic (FO), �xpoint logic (FP),

existential second-order logic (ESO), and partial-�xpoint

logic (PFP).

1

This study revealed the phenomenon that,

in general, there is an exponential gap between data

complexity and expression complexity, while the lat-

ter essentially coincides with combined complexity. For

example, while the data complexity of FP is PTIME-

complete, the expression complexity and combined com-

plexity of FP are both EXPTIME-complete.

What is the reason for this exponential gap between

data complexity, on one hand, and expression complex-

ity and combined complexity, on the other hand? As ob-

served in [Cos83], evaluating a relational query may in-

volve intermediate results that are exponentially larger

than the input. For example, an intermediate result in

the evaluation of a relational algebra expression e, e.g.,

a join of many relations, may involve a relation whose

arity is linear in the length of e, which means that its

size might be exponential in the length of e.

While in general intermediate results in query evalua-
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To be precise, rather than PFP, the language studied in

[Var82] is that of RQL queries [CH82], but this language

was shown in [AV89] to have the same expressive power and

complexity as PFP.
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tion can be rather large, for many queries of practical in-

terest this blow-up can be avoided. Consider, for exam-

ple, a database that consists of the following relations:

EMP(Emp,Dept), MGR(Dept,Mgr), SCY(Mgr,Scy), and

SAL(Emp,Sal), containing information about employ-

ees and their departments, departments and their man-

agers, managers and their secretaries, and employees

and their salaries, respectively. Suppose that we want

to evaluate the query \Find employees who earn less

money than their manager's secretary". A naive ap-

proach would start by taking the cross product of EMP,

MGR, SCY, SAL, and SAL, yielding a 10-ary relation,

and then would follow by selecting and projecting ap-

propriately. A better approach would be to take the

natural join EMP with MGR and project on fEmp;Mgrg

to obtain the binary relation EMP-MGR(Emp,Mgr); join

the latter with with SCY and project on fEmp; Scyg to

obtain EMP-SCY(Emp,Scy); and then join twice with

SAL and select appropriately to get the answer. In this

approach the largest arity of an intermediate relation is

4. This phenomenon is well-known. In fact, the funda-

mental reason that acyclic joins are easier to evaluate

than cyclic joins [BFMY83, Yan81] is that they can be

evaluated without large intermediate results.

In this paper we wish to study the complexity of eval-

uating queries with intermediate results of polynomial

size. What is the syntax that captures the essence of

this restriction? We propose a restriction that was re-

cently shown to be extremely useful in the context of

�nite-model theory (e.g., [KV92, Hod93]). Consider a

language L that includes a notation for individual vari-

ables (as is the case with FO, FP, ESO, and PFP). Nor-

mally, we assume an in�nite supply x

0

; x

1

; : : : of individ-

ual variables. One can obtain a bounded-variable version

L

k

of the language L by restricting the individual vari-

ables to be among x

1

; : : : ; x

k

, for k > 0. The intuition is

that, since each subexpression of a query in L

k

has free

variables among x

1

; : : : ; x

k

, each intermediate relation

has arity of at most k, and is therefore of polynomial

size.

Our investigation con�rms this intuition by showing

that, for bounded-variable query languages, their ex-

pression complexity and combined complexity shifts to-

wards their data complexity. (Since data complexity

deals with �xed queries, the bounded-variable restric-

tion is essentially irrelevant to data complexity.) In

many cases the gap completely closes, but in other cases

it does not. For example, while the combined complex-

ity of ESO is NEXPTIME-complete and the data com-

plexity of ESO is NP-complete, the combined complex-

ity of ESO

k

is NP-complete. As another example, while

the combined complexity of FP is EXPTIME-complete

and the data complexity of FP is PTIME-complete, the

best bound we have for the combined complexity of

FP

k

is NP\co-NP. These results con�rm the practice of

trying to minimize the size of intermediate relations in

database query evaluation [Ull89], and suggest variable

minimization as a query optimization methodology.

The latter bound is also of independent interest,

because of an application to the problem for verifying

�nite-state programs. A �nite-state program � can be

viewed as a relational database consisting of unary and

binary relations. Verifying that the program � satis�es

its speci�cation ' amounts to evaluating ' as a query

against � (cf. [CES86]). The speci�cation language L�,

also called the propositional �-calculus, which has been

widely studied in the literature (cf. [Koz83]), can be

shown to be a fragment of FP

2

. Thus, a bound on the

combined complexity of FP

2

would also yield a bound

on the complexity of verifying L�-properties.

The complexity of verifying L�-properties was stud-

ied in numerous papers [EL86, Cle90, SW91, Win91,

Cle92, Cle93, And94]. The best known upper bound is

NP\co-NP [EJS93] (see also [BVW94]). This bound is

proven by reducing the problem to the emptiness prob-

lem for tree automata, which is known to be in NP

[Eme85, VS85] (in fact, it is NP-complete [EJ88]). The

reduction depends on the syntax of L� and does not

seem to apply to FP

2

. Here we prove that the same

bound applies to FP

k

for any k > 0. Unlike the proof

in [EJS93], our proof here is direct and relies on basic

properties of least and greatest �xpoints.

2 Basic De�nitions

2.1 Databases, Queries, and Complexity

We �rst recall some basic de�nitions from [CH82,

Var82].

A relational database (or database, for short) is a

tuple B = (D;R

1

; : : : ; R

`

), where the domain D �

IN is a �nite set of natural numbers and for each

1 � i � `, we have R

i

� D

a

i

for some a

i

� 0.

The number a

i

is called the arity of the relation R

i

,

and B is said to be of arity a = (a

1

; : : : ; a

k

). We

usually abbreviate the tuple R

1

; : : : ; R

k

by R and write

B = (D;R). Throughout the paper, we assume some

standard encoding for databases, e.g., the database

B = (f3; 5; 7g; fh3; 5i; h5;7ig) might be encoded by the

string (f011; 101; 111g; fh011;101i; h101;111ig).

A query of arity a! b is a partial function

Q : fB jB is of arity ag ! 2

IN

b

such that if B = (D;R) and Q(B) is de�ned then

Q(B) � D

b

. We are interested only in total queries

in this paper. (Chandra and Harel [CH80] require that

queries be computable and generic. These conditions

are satis�ed by the query languages studied in this

paper, so we will not address this point any further.)

A query language (or language, for short) is a set of

expressions L such that with every expression e in
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L, we associate a query Q

e

. We say that e denotes

Q

e

. We often blur the distinction between e and

Q

e

. Throughout this paper we assume some standard

encoding for expressions.

Since queries are functions, it is more convenient to

measure their complexity by considering the associated

decision problem; that is, we measure the complexity

of deciding if t 2 Q(B), where t is a tuple, Q is a

query, and B is a databases. As we mentioned in the

introduction, we distinguish between the cases where

the query is �xed, the database is �xed, or neither the

query nor the database is �xed. The answer set of a

query Q is the set

2

Answer(Q) = f(t; B) j t 2 Q(B)g:

The answer set of a database B with respect to a

language L is the set

Answer

L

(B) = f(t; e) j e 2 L and t 2 Q

e

(B)g:

Finally, the answer set of a language L is the set

Answer

L

= f(t; B; e) j e 2 L and t 2 Q

e

(B)g:

We measure the complexity of query evaluation

by measuring the complexity of answer sets. The

data complexity of a language L is the complexity

of the sets Answer(Q

e

) for queries e in L, the

expression complexity of L is the complexity of the sets

Answer

L

(B), and the combined complexity of L is the

complexity of the set Answer

L

.

2.2 Query Languages

We study in this paper four query languages: �rst-

order logic (FO), existential second-order logic (ESO),

�xpoint logic (FP), and partial-�xpoint logic (PFP).

Given a formula '(x) in any of these logics with

free individual variables among x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

m

), the

expression (x)'(x) denotes a query de�ned by

Q

(x)'(x)

(D;R) = ft 2 D

jxj

j (D;R) j= '(t)g:

FO is essentially Codd's relational calculus [Cod72].

ESO is the logic consisting of formula of the form

(9S)'(x;S), where ' is �rst order. Here, ' can refer

not only to the database relations but also to the

existentially quanti�ed relations in S. ESO was �rst

studied in [Fag74], where it was shown that ESO de�ned

precisely the class of queries whose data complexity is

NP.

FP is obtained by augmenting FO with the least-

�xpoint operator [CH82]. Let '(x;y; S) be a formula

with free individual variables among x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

m

)

and y in which an m-ary relation symbol S occurs

2

Here and later on, t and B are understood to be of the right

arity.

positively (i.e., in the scope of an even number of

negations). Given an interpretation � of the variables

in y, the formula ' can be viewed as an operator from

m-ary relations to m-ary relations:

'(P ) = ft j'(t; �(y); P ) holdsg:

Because S occurs positively in ', the operator ' is

monotone, i.e, if P � Q, then '(P ) � '(Q). Since

the sequence

; � '(;) � '('(;)) � � �

is increasing, it has a limit, denoted '

1

, which is the

least �xpoint of '. The formula �S(x):'(x;y; S)(z)

(whose free variables are those in y and z) refers to this

least �xpoint. Formallywe have that �S(x):'(x;y; S)(t)

holds if t 2 '

1

. We say that S is a recursive relation

in �S(x):'(x;y; S)(z).

It is convenient to refer directly to greatest �xpoints,

which are the complements of least �xpoints. That is,

if ' is as above, then the formula �S(x):'(x;y; S)(z)

refers to the greatest �xpoint of ', which is the limit

'

1

of the decreasing sequence

D

m

� '(D

m

) � '('(D

m

)) � � � :

Formally we have that �S(x):'(x;y; S)(t) holds if t 2

'

1

. Again, we say that S is a recursive relation in

�S(x):'(x;y; S)(z).

Note that FP allows nesting of least �xpoints,

Boolean connectives, and quanti�ers. For example, the

sentence �S(x):'(x; S)(u), where '(x; S) is

�T (z):8y(E(z; y) ! (S(y) _ (P (y) ^ T (y))))(x)

says \there is no in�nite E-path starting at u on which

P fails in�nitely often".

3

It is known that over ordered

databases, FP expresses precisely all queries whose data

complexity is in PTIME [Imm86, Var82].

PFP is obtained by augmenting FO with the partial-

�xpoint operator [AV89]. Let '(x;y; R) be a formula

with free individual variables among x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

m

)

and y in which an m-ary relation symbol R occurs

(not necessarily positively). We still can view ' as

an operator as above, but now it is not necessarily a

monotone operator. Thus, the sequence

;; '(;); '('(;)); � � �

is not necessarily increasing and may not have a

limit. If it has a limit, we denote this limit by '

1

,

otherwise we take '

1

to denote the empty m-ary

relation. We refer to '

1

as the partial �xpoint of '.

The formula �R(x):'(x;y; R)(z) refers to this partial

3

An in�nite E-path of a possibly �nite graph G = (V;E) is an

in�nite sequence v

0

; v

1

; : : : such that hv

i

; v

i+1

i 2 E for all i � 0.

3



�xpoint. Formally we have that �R(x):'(x;y; R)(t)

holds if t 2 '

1

. It is known that over ordered

databases, PFP expresses precisely all queries whose

data complexity is in PSPACE [Var82, AV89].

Let L be any of the query language described

above. Normally we assume an in�nite supply x

0

; x

1

; : : :

of individual variables. One can obtain a bounded-

variable version L

k

of the language L by restricting the

individual variables to be among x

1

; : : : ; x

k

, for k > 0.

Suppose, for example, that we want to express in FO

the fact that nodes x and y in a graph are connected by a

path of length n, for n > 0. A naive approach would use

n+1 variables. Let  

n

(x; y) be 9z

1

; : : : ; z

n�1

(E(x; z

1

)^

� � �^E(z

n�1

; y);where E is the edge relation. By reusing

variables, one can express  

n

(x; y) in FO

3

. De�ne

'

1

(x; y) to be E(x; y), and de�ne '

n+1

(x; y) to be

9z(E(x; z) ^ 9x(x = z ^ '

n

(x; y))). It is easy to see

that '

n

(x; y) is equivalent to  

n

(x; y). FO

k

corresponds

to the fragment of relational algebra where the arity of

every subexpression is bounded by k. See [IK89] for

an investigation of the expressive power of bounded-

variable FO.

Our goal in this paper is to study the complexity of

evaluating queries in FO

k

, FP

k

, ESO

k

, and PFP

k

, for

k > 0. The intuition is that in these languages every

subexpression denotes a relation whose arity is at most

k, and consequently its size it at most n

k

(where n

is the number of elements in the database). Thus, in

bounded-variable languages the intermediate results in

query evaluation are of polynomial size.

2.3 Complexity of Query Evaluation

The investigation in [CH82, Var82, Imm87] yielded a

complexity classi�cation for FO, ESO, FP, and PFP,

per Table 1.

The data-complexity entry for FO refers to uniform

AC

0

. (For a precise discussion of the data complexity

of FO, see [Imm89, BIS90].) All other entries indicate

upper and lower bounds. For example, the data-

complexity entry for FP indicate that for each FP-query

', the answer set Answer(') is in PTIME, and there is

an FP-query '

0

such that the answer set Answer('

0

)

is PTIME-hard. Similarly, the expression-complexity

entry for FP indicate that for each database B, the

answer set Answer

FP

(B) is in EXPTIME, and there is

a database B

0

such that the answer set Answer

FP

(B

0

)

is EXPTIME-hard.

4

3 Combined Complexity

Since the data-complexity lower bounds involve �xed

queries, these lower bounds apply also to the combined

4

Actually, this lower bound holds for any nontrivial database,

i.e., a database whose domainD that contains at least 2 elements

and a nonempty k-ary relation P , k � 1, that is di�erent from

D

k

.

complexity of the bounded-variable version of the

query languages under consideration, provided that

the number of variables is above a certain threshold.

That is, the combined complexity of a bounded-variable

language L

k

is bounded below by the data complexity

of L for large enough k. Since intermediate results in

bounded-variable queries are polynomially bounded, we

would hope to avoid the exponential gap between data

complexity, on one hand, and combined complexity, on

the other hand. Thus, we would expect the combined

complexity of L

k

to be the same as the data complexity

of L. As Table 2, which summarizes our results,

indicates, this is indeed the case for ESO and PFP, while

the gaps between the combined complexity and the data

complexity narrows for FO and FP.

For FO we do not get the expected collapse; the

combined complexity of FO

k

is higher than the data

complexity of FO, since uniform AC

0

is properly

contained in PTIME [Ajt83, FSS81]. For FP we can

only prove a partial collapse; we have an upper bound

of NP\co-NP. Improving this bound is a challenging

problem.

We now describe these complexity bounds in detail.

3.1 FO

k

We �rst prove a polynomial-time upper bound. This

bound is implicit in [Imm82, proof of Theorem B.5].

Proposition 3.1: Answer

FO

k is in PTIME for k > 0.

Proof sketch: Let (y)'(y) be an FO

k

-query. By def-

inition, the variables of y are among x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

k

).

We show how to compute the answer to (x)'(x) in

polynomial time; clearly the answer to (y)'(y) can be

computed then in polynomial time, since the answer to

(y)'(y) can be computed from the answer to (x)'(x)

by projecting out some columns and then permuting the

remaining columns.

The basic idea is to view the subformulas of '

as subqueries. That is, if  is a subformula of ',

then before evaluating (x)'(x)) we evaluate (x) (x)).

Thus, the evaluation is bottom-up and all intermediate

results are k-ary relations. For example, to evaluate

(x)'

1

^'

2

(B) we take the intersection of (x)'

1

(B) and

(x)'

2

(B).

It follows from [Imm82, Theorem B.5] that Answer

FO

k

is PTIME-hard for all large enough k. We show here

that this holds for all k > 2.

Proposition 3.2: Answer

FO

k is PTIME-hard for k >

2.

Proof sketch: The proof is by reduction from Path

Systems [Coo74]. Here the database consists of one

ternary relation Q and two unary relations S and T .

The set of reachable elements is de�ned by the following

4



Datalog program.

P (x)  S(x)

P (x)  Q(x; y; z); P (y); P (z)

The Path System query is to decide whether T contains

any reachable elements.

Consider the FO

3

-formula '(x):

S(x) _ 9y9z(Q(x; y; z) ^ 8x((x = y _ x = z)! P (x))):

De�ne '

1

(x) to be '(z; P (x)=false), and '

n

(x) to be

'(z; P (x)='

n�1

(x)). Note that '

n

(x) is of size O(n)

and it is in FO

3

. Let  

n

be 9x(T (x) ^ '

n

(x)). It is

not hard to show that the Path System query holds in a

database B with m elements i�  

m

holds in B.

3.2 FP

k

It is tempting to think that FP

k

-queries ought to be

evaluable in polynomial time. Because of the restriction

on the number of variables, the arity of the recursive

relations in formulas of FP

k

is at most k. Thus, each

�xpoint computation ; � '(;) � '('(;)) � � � takes

at most n

k

iterations, and by Proposition 3.1, each

iteration can be computed in polynomial time.

Unfortunately, this reasoning fails to take into ac-

count the possible nesting of �xpoints, and in particular,

alternation of least and greatest �xpoints. Consider for

example the FP-formula

�P (x):'(P; �Q(y): (Q;P; �R(z):�(R;P;Q))):

How does one compute the greatest �xpoint �P? A

straightforward approach would apply the following

program:

P  D

k

Repeat until convergence

P  '(P; �Q(y): )

Endrepeat

Each iteration, however, requires a computation of

the least �xpoint �Q by the program:

Q ;

Repeat until convergence

Q  (P;Q; �R(z):�)

Endrepeat

Here each iteration requires the computation of the

greatest �xpoint �R by the program:

R D

k

Repeat until convergence

R �(P;Q;R)

Endrepeat

Thus, the overall program consists of a triply nested

loop, and instead of n

k

iterations, we need n

3k

iter-

ations. In general, the number of required iterations

is n

kl

, where l is the depth of nesting of alternating

�xpoint operations. This bound is exponential in the

length of the expression denoting the query.

5

One conceivable approach to deal with this di�culty

is to apply what is known as Immerman's Theorem in

order to eliminate the alternation of least and greatest

�xpoints. It is shown in [Imm86] that one can express

greatest �xpoints over �nite structures in terms of

least �xpoints. This seems to imply that alternation

of least and greatest �xpoints can be collapsed to a

single least �xpoint. Unfortunately, it is not clear to

the author how to apply Immerman's proof technique

to nested �xpoints, when the �xpoints are more than

doubly nested. The same di�culty applies to the

alternative proof of Immerman's Theorem in [Lei90].

In contrast, the proof technique in [GS86] does apply

to alternating �xpoints and results in the collapse

of the alternation hierarchy. This collapse, however,

is achieved through an increase in the arity of the

�xpoints; l-nested k-ary �xpoints are collapsed to a

single kl-ary least �xpoint. Unfortunately, computing

kl-ary �xpoints is exponential in l, which unlike k is

not �xed. Thus, collapsing alternation does not seem

to yield any computational bene�t.

Our approach to evaluating �xpoint queries is based

on approximating both least and greatest �xpoints from

below, as opposed to the standard approach, where

least �xpoints are computed from below and greatest

�xpoints are computed from above. The key to our

approach is the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.3 : Let f be a monotone function on sets

Then a 2 gfp(f) i� there exist a function f

0

v f and a

set Q such that a 2 Q and Q � f

0

(Q).

Proof: By Tarski-Knaster's Theorem [Tar55], gfp(f) =

[fQ jQ � f(Q)g. If a 2 gfp(f), then the claim is

satis�ed by taking f

0

= f and Q = gfp(f). On the

other hand, if there exist a function f

0

v f and a set

Q such that a 2 Q and Q � f

0

(Q), then Q � f(Q), so

Q � gfp(f) and a 2 gfp(f).

Lemma 3.4: Let f be a monotone function on �nite

sets. Then a 2 lfp(f) i� there exist monotone functions

5

It seems that this di�culty would also arise in formulas that

contain nested �'s, e.g.,

�P (x):'(P; �Q(y): (Q;P; �R(z):�(R;P;Q))):

Indeed a naive computation of nested �'s would be exponential in

the depth of the nesting. This, however, can be avoided. When

all recursive relations are least-�xpoint relations, all the least-

�xpoint computations are monotonic. This monotonicity can be

taken advantage of to evaluate the query in ln

k

iterations instead

of n

kl

iterations.

5



f

1

v f

2

� � � v f such that a 2

S

1

i=0

Q

i

, where Q

0

= ;,

and Q

i

= f

i

(Q

i�1

).

Proof: By Tarski-Knaster's Theorem [Tar55], lfp(f) =

S

1

i=0

P

i

, where P

0

= ; and P

i

= f(P

i�1

), for i > 0.

If a 2 gfp(f), then the claim is satis�ed by taking

f

1

= f

2

= � � � = f .

Suppose, on the other hand, that there exist mono-

tone functions f

1

v f

2

� � � v f such that a 2

S

1

i=0

Q

i

,

where Q

0

= ;, and Q

i

= f

i

(Q

i�1

). We claim that

the sequence Q

0

; Q

1

; : : : is increasing and Q

i

� P

i

,

where P

0

= ;, and P

i

= f(P

i�1

). Trivially, Q

0

�

P

0

. Suppose that Q

i�1

� Q

i

and Q

i

� P

i

. Then

Q

i

= f

i

(Q

i�1

) � f

i

(Q

i

) � f

i+1

(Q

i

) = Q

i+1

. Also,

Q

i+1

= f

i+1

(Q

i

) � f(Q

i

) � f(P

i

) = P

i+1

. It follows

that a 2

S

1

i=0

Q

i

�

S

1

i=0

P

i

= lfp(f).

Theorem 3.5: Answer

FP

k is in NP\co-NP.

Proof sketch: Apply Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 top-down.

For example, to decide whether t is in

�P (x):'(P; �Q(y): (Q;P; �R(z):�(R;P;Q)))(u)(B);

we guess a set P , and check that t 2 P and P �

'(P;Q)(x)(B), where Q under-approximates

�Q(y): (Q;P; �R(z):�(R;P;Q))(u)(B):

To compute Q, we run the program

i 0

Q

0

 ;

Repeat until convergence

Q

i+1

  (P;Q

i

; R

i

)

i i + 1

Endrepeat

Q Q

i

For each iteration here, we guess an under-approximation

R

i

of

�R(z):�(R;P;Q

i

)(u)(B):

That is, for the ith iteration we guess a set R

i

such that

R

i

� R

i�1

and R

i

� �(P;Q

i

; R

i

).

Overall, the number of iterations here is reduced by

this technique from n

3k

to 3n

k

at the cost of introducing

nondeterminism. Generally, this technique reduces the

number of iterations from n

kl

, where l is the alternation

depth, to ln

k

. Since, by Proposition 3.1, each iteration

can be performed in polynomial time, this yields an NP

upper bound. The co-NP upper bound follows from the

fact that t 62 (x)'(x)(B) i� t 2 (x):'(x)(B).

The proof of Theorem 3.5 depends crucially on the

monotonicity of the formulas in FP

k

. It is known that

FP is equivalent in expressive power to IFP (inationary

�xpoint logic) [GS86]. Our techniques do not seem to

apply to IFP

k

, the bounded-variable version of IFP,

and the best known upper bound for the combined

complexity of IFP

k

is the polynomial space bound that

follows from the combined complexity of PFP

k

(see

Section 3.4).

3.3 ESO

k

The source of the di�culty in evaluating ESO

k

-queries

is that the bound on the number of individual variables

does not bound the arity of the relation variables. This

is in contrast to FP, where the arity of the relation

variables was bounded by the bound on the number

of individual variables. Thus, the naive approach to

evaluating an ESO

k

-query (x)(9S) (x;S), i.e., guess

the existentially quanti�ed relations and then check

whether  holds, does not work, since the size of the

quanti�ed relations can be exponential in the length

of  .

The key to overcome this di�culty is the observation

that only a polynomial-size fragment of the quanti�ed

relation is used is evaluating  . Consider an atomic sub-

formula S

i

(u

1

; : : : ; u

l

) of  . Even though it contains l

individual variables, all these variables must be among

x

1

; : : : ; x

k

. Thus, each reference to S

i

de�nes a selection

condition on S

i

according to the pattern of equalities

among the individual variables u

1

; : : : ; u

l

. Overall,  

contains only a linear number of such atomic formulas.

This is the key to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6: Every ESO

k

-formula  is equivalent to

an ESO

k

-formula  

0

, where the arity of the quanti�ed

relations is at most k and j 

0

j is at most polynomially

bigger than j j.

Proof sketch: Consider an atomic subformula S

i

(u)

of  . Even though it contains juj individual variables,

all these variables must be among x

1

; : : : ; x

k

. The

number of such atomic formulas is linear in j j.

For each such subformula, we introduce a new k-

ary predicate symbol S

u

i

, we replace the second-order

existential quanti�cation 9S by second-order existential

quanti�cation over the new k-ary predicate symbols,

and we replace each atomic subformula S

i

(u) in ' by

S

u

i

(x

1

; : : : ; x

k

). For example, suppose that k = 2,

S is 4-ary, and ' contains the atomic subformulas

S(x

1

; x

1

; x

2

; x

2

) and S(x

1

; x

2

; x

1

; x

2

), then S is replaced

by S

hx

1

;x

1

;x

2

;x

2

i

and S

hx

1

;x

2

;x

1

;x

2

i

, and the S-atomic

subformulas are replaced by S

hx

1

;x

1

;x

2

;x

2

i

(x

1

; x

2

) and

S

hx

1

;x

2

;x

1

;x

2

i

(x

1

; x

2

), respectively.

The intuition is that S

hx

i

1

;:::;x

i

l

i

i

is a \view" of S

i

de�ned by the FO

k

query (x

1

; : : : ; x

k

)S

i

(x

i

1

; : : : ; x

i

l

).

We now need to assert that all these views are

consistent with each other. For example, suppose that

S

hx

1

;x

1

;x

2

;x

2

i

(a; a) holds. This represents the fact that

S(a; a; a; a) holds, which means that S

hx

1

;x

2

;x

1

;x

2

i

(a; a)

6



should hold. Thus, we need to assert

8x

1

(S

hx

1

;x

1

;x

2

;x

2

i

(x

1

; x

1

)$ S

hx

1

;x

2

;x

1

;x

2

i

(x

1

; x

1

)):

More generally, let u

1

; : : : ; u

k

and v

1

; : : : ; v

k

and be k-

sequences of (not necessarily distinct) variables among

x

1

; : : : ; x

k

such that the l-sequences u

i

1

; : : : ; u

i

l

and

v

j

1

; : : : ; v

j

l

coincide. Then we need to assert

8x

1

� � �x

k

(S

hx

i

1

;:::;x

i

l

i

i

(u

1

; : : : ; u

k

)$ S

hx

j

1

;:::;x

j

l

i

i

(v

1

; : : : ; v

k

)):

The number of such assertions is quadratic in j j.

Adding these assertions to the revised  yields the

desired  

0

.

Corollary 3.7: Answer

ESO

k is in NP.

3.4 PFP

k

It is not hard to see that the straightforward approach

to evaluating PFP-queries uses only polynomial space.

The key observation is that, as in FP, the arity of

the relation variables is bounded by the bound on the

number of individual variables.

Theorem 3.8: Answer

PFP

k
is in PSPACE.

4 Expression Complexity

The upper bounds that we have proven for the combined

complexity of bounded-variable queries clearly apply

also to their expression complexity. Since, however,

the database is now �xed, the lower bounds of data

complexity may not necessarily apply here. It is

conceivable that the expression complexity might be

lower than the combined complexity.

As Table 3, which summarizes our results, indicates,

this is indeed the case for FO, while for ESO and PFP

the previous lower bound still apply (though they need

to be reproved). For FP

k

, we only have the same upper

bound as for combined complexity.

We now describe these complexity bounds in detail.

4.1 FO

k

The key to the lower expression complexity of FO

k

is the

observation that if the database is �xed, then there are

only �nitely many k-ary relations. Thus, an FO

k

-query

can be viewed as an \algebraic" expression over a �nite

\algebra". How hard it is to evaluate such expressions?

This question was answered in a classical paper about

the complexity of parenthesis languages [Lyn77].

Recall that a context-free grammar G = (N; T; P; S)

consists of a set N of nonterminals, a set T of terminals,

a set P of production rules, and a start symbol S 2

N . A parenthesis grammar is a context-free grammar

where \(" and \)" are distinguished terminals and every

rule is of the form A ! (x) with x parenthesis-free.

A parenthesis language is a language generated by a

parenthesis grammar.

Theorem 4.1: [Lyn77] All parenthesis languages are

recognizable in LOGSPACE.

Lemma 4.2: For every �xed database B, there exists a

parenthesis language L(B) such that Answer

FO

k (B) is

logspace-reducible to L.

Proof sketch: The key observation is that for a

�xed database B with domain D there is a �xed

number of k-ary relations over D. Let these relations

be r

1

; : : : ; r

l

. We now de�ne a parenthesis grammar

G with S; r

1

; : : : ; r

l

as non-terminals and r

1

; : : : ; r

l

as

terminals such that S derives ('@r

i

) precisely when

(x

1

; : : : ; x

k

)'(B) = r

i

. The terminal symbols of the

grammar consist of:

� r

1

; : : : ; r

l

,

� all atomic formulas of the form Pu

1

: : :u

m

, where

u

1

: : :u

m

are among x

1

; : : : ; x

k

(since B has a �xed

set of relations, there is a �xed number of such

atomic formulas),

� :, @, ^, (, ), and

� 9x

i

, for i = 1; : : : ; k.

The grammar consists of the following productions:

� S ! (r

i

@r

i

),

� r

i

! (Px

i

1

: : :x

i

m

) if r

i

= (x

1

; : : : ; x

k

)Px

i

1

: : :x

i

m

(B),

� r

i

! (r

j

^ r

k

) if r

i

= r

j

\ r

k

,

� r

i

! (:r

j

) if r

i

= D

k

� r

j

,

� r

i

! (9x

j

r

k

), if r

i

is obtained from r

k

by projecting

away the jth column.

It is not hard to see that (ha

1

; : : : ; a

l

i; (x

i

1

; : : : ; x

i

l

)') 2

Answer

FO

k (B) precisely when ('@r

i

) in in L(G)

for some tuple hb

1

; : : : ; b

k

i and relation r

i

such that

hb

1

; : : : ; b

k

i 2 r

i

and a

j

= b

i

j

for j = 1; : : : ; l.

It follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 that,

for every �xed database B, Answer

FO

k (B) is in

LOGSPACE. We can actually get a sharper result. In

[Bus87] it was shown that parenthesis languages are

actually recognizable in ALOGTIME (� LOGSPACE).

The reduction of Answer

FO

k
(B) to the parenthesis

language L(G) in Lemma 4.2 involves guessing a tuple

hb

1

; : : : ; b

k

i and a relation r

i

whose size is bounded.

Thus, we can check for membership in Answer

FO

k (B)

by asking a �xed number of L(G)-membership queries.

It follows that:

Corollary 4.3: For every �xed database B, Answer

FO

k
(B)

is in ALOGTIME.
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Language Data Complexity Expression Complexity Combined Complexity

FO AC

0

PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

FP PTIME-complete EXPTIME-complete EXPTIME-complete

ESO NP-complete NEXPTIME-complete NEXPTIME-complete

PFP PSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-complete

Table 1: Complexity of Query Evaluation

L Data Complexity of L Combined Complexity of L

k

FO AC

0

PTIME-complete

FP PTIME-complete NP\co-NP

ESO NP-complete NP-complete

PFP PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

Table 2: Combined Complexity of Bounded-Variable Queries

L Combined Complexity of L

k

Expression Complexity of L

k

FO PTIME-complete ALOGTIME

FP NP\co-NP NP\co-NP

ESO NP-complete NP-complete

PFP PSPACE-complete PSPACE-complete

Table 3: Expression Complexity of Bounded-Variable Queries
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In [Bus87] it is also shown that the Boolean-value

problem, which by [Lyn77] is a special case of the

parenthesis-language membership problem, is hard for

ALOGTIME. It is easy to show that there is a database

B such that the Boolean-value problem is reducible to

Answer

FO

k (B).

Theorem 4.4 : There is a database B such that

Answer

FO

k
(B) is ALOGTIME-hard.

4.2 ESO

k

and PFP

k

The NP-hardness and PSPACE-hardness lower bounds

for the data complexity of ESO and PFP, respectively,

were proven using a �xed query over varying databases.

Here we prove the same bound using a �xed database

and varying queries.

Theorem 4.5: For every database B and k � 0, we

have that Answer

ESO

k
(B) is NP-hard

Proof sketch: Let ' be a propositional formula

with propositions P

1

; : : : ; P

l

. Clearly, ' is satis�-

able i� 9P

1

� � �9P

l

' holds in B, regardless what B

is. Thus, propositional satis�ability is reducible to

Answer

ESO

k (B).

Theorem 4.6: There exists a database B

0

, such that

Answer

PFP

k (B

0

) is PSPACE-hard.

Proof sketch: The reduction is from QBF [GJ79].

The database B

0

consists of the domain f0; 1g and a

unary relation P = f0g. For a given quanti�ed Boolean

formula

8Y

1

9Y

2

� � �8Y

l�1

9Y

l

�(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

l

);

we write a PFP query ' that check whether the quan-

ti�ed Boolean formula holds. The query ' uses unary

relation variables X

1

; : : : ; X

l

. The idea is that a rela-

tion variable X

i

being empty or nonempty corresponds

to the Boolean variable Y

i

being false or true, respec-

tively. By iterating through all possible assignments to

the relation variables, the query simulates going through

all truth assignments to the Boolean variables.

5 Concluding Remarks

Our investigation of the complexity of bounded-variable

query evaluation con�rms the hypothesis that bounding

the size of intermediate results eliminates the exponen-

tial gap between data complexity, on one hand, and ex-

pression complexity and combined complexity, on the

other hand. The main question left open is the ex-

pression complexity and combined complexity of FP

k

.

Since the problem is in NP\co-NP, one cannot hope to

prove that the problem is NP-complete [GJ79], but so

far the problem resisted all attempts to show that it is

in PTIME.
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